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In h i s  paper, we introduce Quasi Serializability, a correctness criterion for con- 
currency control in heterogeneous distributed database environments. A global 
history is quasi serializable if it is (conflict) equivalent t o  a quasi serial history in 
which global transactions are submitted serially. Quasi serializability theory is 
an extension of serializability. We study the relationships between serializability 
and quasi serializability and the reasons quasi serializability can be used as a 
correctness criterion in heterogeneous distributed dalabase environments. M7e 
also use quasi serializability theory to give a correctness proof for an altruistic 
locking algorithm. 
Key words and phrases: heterogeneous/rederated database systems, concur- 
rency control in heterogeneous distributed database systems, quasi serializabil- 
ily. 
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1 Introduction 
The InterBase project in the Computer Science Department a t  Purdue Univer- 
sity is an effort to  investigate multidatabase management systems. The goal of 
this project is ultimately t o  build a Heterogeneous Dislributed Database System 
(HDDBS) that supports atomic updates across multiple databases. 
An HDDBS integrates pre-existing database systems to support global ap- 
plications accessing more than one element database. An HDDBS is different 
from a homogeneous distributed database system in lhat the element databases 
are autonomous and pcssibly heterogeneous. 
HDDBSs have become a very attractive research area recently. Within this 
research area, the transaction processing problem, especially that or concur- 
rency control, has been getting considerable attention. Many global concurrency 
control algorithms (protocols) have appeared in the literature [GL84:I [LEM88] 
[GP65] [PuSG] [BST87] [EH88] [BS8S]. Rowever, little attention has been put 
on developing theoretical tools for proving the correctness o l  these algorithms. 
Serializability l ~ a s  been generally used as the correctness criterion for the 
proposed concurrency control strategies. Unfortunately, serialiaabili ty does not 
wmk well in heterogeneous distributed database environments. In [DEL088], 
we discussed tlre difficulties of maintaining global serializability in heterogeneous 
distributed database environments. The reason, me believe, is that serializability 
was originally intrcduced for centralized database environments and therefore is 
centralized in nature. Global concurrency control in heterogeneous distributed 
database environments, on the other hand, is hierarchical in nature due to the 
autonomies 01 the element databases. As a result, some of the proposed al- 
gorithms violate local autonomies (e.g., Sugihara's distributed cycle detection 
algorill~m [Sug87]), while some allow low degree of concurrency (e.g., Breit- 
bart's site a a p h  testing protocol [BS88]), and others fail to maintain global 
serializability (e.g., [AGS87], [Pu86], pH881 and [LEhlS8]). 
The hierarchical nature of global concurrency control in HDDI3Ss makes it  
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GCC from some responsibilities (e.g., the correctness of local histories). This 
sug~es t s  that the correctness criteria Tor global concurrency control in RDDBSs 
should be based primarily on tlte behavior of global applications, with proper 
consideration of the effects of local applications on global applications. In this 
paper, we define such a criterion caned quasi serializability (QSR). QSR is used 
as the correctness criterion ibr global concurrency control in InterBase. 
In section 2, me define tlle terminology and assumptions used in this paper. 
We then introduce, in section 3, QSR as a correctness criterion for global concur- 
rency control in IIDDBSs. In section 4,  we give a correctness proof, using QSR 
theory, 01 Alonso's altruistic locking algorithm [AGS87]. The correctness of this 
algorithm cannot be shown using serializability. Some concluding remarks are 
given in section 6. 
2 Preliminaries 
In this section, me review some basic concepts used in our study of quasi seri- 
alizability. Many of these concepts are from literature on centralized database 
systems, adapted to a hetergcncous distributed database system (e.g. [BG85]). 
Vi'e also give the assumptions on which our study of quasi serializability is based. 
A heierogeneous disiribufed daiabase sysicm consists ofaset  D = {Dl,  Dz, ..., 
Dm) of locat database systems (LDDSs), a set G = {Gl, Gz, ..., G,) or global 
transactions, and a set L = U:Gi or local transactions, where Li = {LiPl, Li,?, 
.-., LiJji). A local transaction is a transaction that accesses only one LDBS. 
The  local transaction set Li contains those local transactions that access local 
database D;. A global iransaction is a transaction that accesses more than one 
LDBS. The global transaction Gi consists 01 a set of global subtransactions, 
{Gi,l, Gi,?, ..., G;,,,), where the subtransaction Gi3 access local database Dj. 
A giobal history H over G U L in an HDDBS is a set of local histories 
H = { H l , H  2r . . . ,  H,,,), where the local history Hi (at  local database Di) is 
defined over global aubtransactions Gz,i, ..., G,,;, and local transactions 
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2
Concurrency control is a component of a database system that is concerned 
with deciding what actions should be taken in response to requests by individual 
transactions so that only correct histories are generated. In an HDDBS, con- 
currency control is perlormed hierarchically. Each o i  Ihe LDBSs is autonomous. 
Thc local concurrency controller (LCC) a t  each LDBS is responsible for the 
correctness of the history a t  that site. The GCC, which is added on top of 
the existing LDBSs, coordinates the histories a t  all local aitea to guarantee the 
c o r r e c t n ~ s  of Lhe global history [GP86]. 
In this paper, LDBSs are assumed to be non-replicated and autonomous. 
Autonomy is defined a s  follows [EV87] [DEL088]. 
Design autonomy: Each of the LDBS is iree to use whatever data mod- 
els and transaction management algorithms it wishes. Therefore, LDBSs 
might differ from each other in data models (network, hierarchical and 
relational) and transaction management strategies. 
Communicaiion auionomy: Each of the LCCs is a h w e d  to make jude- 
pendent decisions as to what information to provide to other LCCs or the 
GCC, and when to provide it. Therefore, the subtransactions of the same 
global transaction run independently at their local sites. 
Execulion nutonomy: Each of the LCCs is free Lo commit or restart any 
transactions running a t  its Iocal site. 
3 Quasi Serializability 
In this section we introduce Quasi Serializability. We first give its definition, 
and then discuss its various properties as a correctness criterion for concurrency 
control. We also discuss the relationships between QSR and other correctness 
criteria. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic theory and notations 
of serializability (see, e.g., (BG851). 
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As mentioned earlier, QSR is used as a correctness criterion for global concur- 
rency control. The basic idea is that, in order to preserve the global database 
consistency, global transactions should be executed in a serializable may, with 
proper consideration of tile effects of local transactions. To understand this 
effect, let us  expand the notion oTconflict. 
Let oi and oj be operations of two different transactions in a local history 
H, where oi precedes oj. We then say that oi direcily conflicts mith o j  in H 
if they both access the same data item and at  least one of them is a mite 
operation. Whereas i i  oi and oj bclong to the same local transaction (or global 
subtransaction), then me always say that oi directly conflict with oj in H. This, 
horvever, does not apply to operations of diKerent subtransactions belonging to 
the same global transaction. 
Let o; and oj be operations of two different transactions in a local history 
H. We say that oi indirectly conflicfs with oj in H if there exist operations 01, 
0 2 ,  ..., or- ( k  >_ 1) or other transactions such that oi directly conflicts with 01 in 
H, 01 directly conflicts with 03 in H, ..., and ok directly conflicts with o, in H. 
Let Gi and G j  be global transactions in a global history H .  t'l'e say that Gi 
directly conflicts with Gj in HI denoted Gi +: Gj, if one of Gi's operations 
directly conflicts with one of Gj's operations in a local history of H. 1% say 
that G; indirectly conflict  with Gj in H, denoted Gi -+: Gj, if one of G;'s 
operations indirectly conflicts with one of GjJs operations in a local history H. 
We also simply say that Gi conflicts with Gj in HI denoted Gi -+H Gj, if either 
G; 4ir Gj or Gi -+P Gj. 
Notice that the conflict relation we defined here is history dependent. In 
addition, jt is irreflexive. Therelore, an operation, o;, (directly or indirectly) 
conflicts with another operation, oj, in a history only if oi precedes o j  in that 
history. Notice also that a global transaction might indirectly conflict mith 
another global transaction in a history even though they do not access any 
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I t  is the indirect conflicts that model the effect of local transactions on global 
transactions in a history. 
Now let us introduce the notion of a quasi serial history. Unlike a serial 
history, only global transactions are required to execute serially in a quasi serial 
history. As we shall see later, this, together with the serializability of local 
histories, js suficient to  guarantee the correctness of global concurrency control 
in lleterogneous distributed database environments. 
Definition 3.1 (Quasi Serial History) A global history is quasi serial if 
I .  a l l  locnl histories are (conflici) serialitable; and 
2. ihere exisis a ioial order o j  all global transaciions such that for every two 
globnl iransoclions Gi and G, where Gi precedes Gj i n  the order, all Gi's 
opemiions precede Cj 's operations in  all local histories in  which iAey both 
appear. 
Two global histories of an HDDBS are (conflict) equivaleni, denoted G, if 
their corresponding local histories are all (conflict) equivalent [BG85]. 
Definition 3.2 (Quasi SeridzabiIity) A history is quasi serializable ijii is 
(conflict) equivnlent io  a quasi serial history. 
In a quasi serializable history, all local histories are serializable. In addition, 
global transactions are executed in a way that is serializable in terms of both 
direct and indirect conflicts. This kind of scrializability is achieved by taking 
into account conflicts between both local and global transactions, although we 
are  only interested in the behavior of global transactions. 
Example 3.1 Consider an BDDBS consisting of two local databases, LDBSI 
and LDBS?, where data items a and b are a t  LDBSI, and c, d and e are a t  
LDBS2. The f01,lo~ving lobal transactions are submitted to the HDDBS: 
Gl : w g ,  (~)PL?I (4 
G2 : r g 2  ( b k g ,  ( c h 9 ,  (4 
Let L1 and L2 be the local transactions submitted a t  LDBSl and LDBS2, 
respectively: 
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Ll : rf,(a)wf, (b )  
L2 : wr, (d)rr, (e) 
Let HI and H2 be local histories a t  LDBSl and LDBS2, respectively: 
HI : wgl (a)rr, (a)wr, ( b ) ~ o ,  (b)  
H2 : rgr ( C ) W I ~  (d1r.n (d)wg3 (e)rr, (el 
Let H = ( H I ,  Hz}-  Then H is quasi serializable. It is equivalent to the 
quasi serial history H' = {Hi, H:) ,  where 
H: : w9, (4r1 ,  (a)wlx tb)rg2 tb) 
H$ : wl, (d)rg, (d)rg,(c)wo,(c)rr,(c) 0 
3.2 The Quasi Serializability Theorem 
There is a convenient graph-theoretic characterization of quasi serializability 
which is described in the following theorem. Let us  first introduce the Quasi 
Serialization Graph (QSG). 
The quasi sen'alization graph for a global history H, denoted QSG(H), is a 
directed graph whose nodes are the global transactions that are committed in 
H I  and whose edges are all the relations Gi + Gj (i # j) such that Gi -+H Gj. 
Theorem 3.1 (The Quasi Serializability Theorem) A global hislory H is 
quasi sen'alizable i/ and only iJ all local histories are (confiici) serialisable and 
QSG(HJ is rteyclic. 
Pro#) (if) Suppose H = {HI, Hz, ..., H,} is a global history over G U L, where 
G is a set of global transactions and L is a set of local transactions. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that G1, Gal ..., G, are tlie global transactions that 
are committed in H and, therefore, are the nodes of QSG(H). Since QSG(H) 
is acyclic, it may be topologically sorted. Let i l ,  i2, ..., i, be a permutation of 
1,2, ..., n sucli that Gi, ,G;, , ..., G;, is a topological sort of Q S G ( H ) .  For each 
local history Hi (1 5 j 5 m), assume that Gijlj ,  Gij2,j, ..., Gi,,,, are the global 
subtransactions that appear in Hj (1 5 jl 5 jn 5 ... 5 j! 5 n). W e  show, 
below, that Ihere is anotller serjalizable Ioca1 history Hi, equivalent to Hi, such 
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that all of Gijl ,j's operatpions precede G;j, ,j's operations in Hj, all of Gij,,j)s 
operations precede Gij3's operations in Hi', and so on. 
Let Orj, be the set of all operations in Gijl , and those operations in Hj 
that conflict with and precede one of Gijl ,j's operations. Let OPi, be the set 
of all operations of GijlPj and those operations in Hi that conflict with and 
precede one of Gijltj's operations and are not in OPjl. In general, OFjb (1 < k 
5 1) is the set of a11 operations in Gijb ,j and those operations that conflict with 
and precede one of GijL,jJs operations and are not in OPil UOPjl U ... U OPj,,, . 
OPjl+l is the set of all other operations in Hj. For any two integers p and q 
(1 5 p < q 5 1 + I), UPjp and 05, are disjoint and no operations in OP,, both 
conflict with and precede any operations in OPjp in ]Ij because none of Gijqljps 
operations both conflict wit.h and precede any 01 GijPj's operations in H j .  The 
H,! can be constructed from Hi as follows. It  is made up of all operations in 
OPjl followed by all operations in OFj,, ..., followed by all operations in UPj,, 
and finally followed by a11 operations in OPj,,,. The orders of the operations 
in OPk (1 5 k 5 I f l )  are the same as  in H j .  Hi E Hj  because Hj orders the 
conflicting operations in the same way the IIj does. Since Hj is serializable, 
H,! is also serializable. Let H' = {Hi,H,', ..., H A ] ,  then H' is quasi serial and 
H H'. Therefore, H is quasi serializable. 
(only if) Suppose a global history H is quasi serializable. Again, me assume 
that GI, Gz, ..., G, are the global transactions that are committed in H and let 
C ( H )  be the committed projection of H. Let H, be the quasi serial history that 
is equivalent to C ( I I ) .  Suppose QSG(H) is cyclic. Let G;, + Gi, -+ Gi, ... -+ 
Gi, -+ Gi, be a cycle in QSC;(H),  and thereiore in QSG(H,). Let Gi, and Gig 
be two global transactions that are in the cycle (1 5 p < q 5 k). This means 
that some o i  Gip's operalions conflict with Gi,'s operations, and some of Gig's 
operations conflict with Gi,'s operations. However, this is impossible because 
H, is quasi serial. (Recall that a global transaction conflicts with another global 
transaction only if some operations of the former pecede some operations of 
tlie latter in a local history.) In other words, either all of Gjp's operations 
precede G;,'s operalions in all local histories and therefore Gi, -+H G;,, or 
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aU Gip's operations pecede Gi,'s operations in all local histories and therefore 
Example 3.2 The QSG of Ihe global history H in example 3.1, as shown 
in Figure l.(b), is acyclic. However, its serialization graph, as shown in r - g  ' 1  ure 
l.(a), is cyclic. 
Figure 1: Serialization graph (a) and Quasi Serialization Grapli (b) of H. 
3.3 QSR as a Correctness Criterion for Concurrency Con- 
trol 
In this section, we shoiv that quasi serializable histories are correct in terms of 
global concurrency control in heterogeneous distributed database environmcnts. 
We do so by first discussing the database consistency problem, especially that 
oTRDDBSs. We then discuss the ways that quasi serializable histories maintain 
the HDDBS consistency. Since our HDDDS mode1 is non-replicated, we will not 
discuss the mutual consistency problem. 
U ;q '5 ti re ;, 's r ti i ll l l i t i t
Gj., -+H G;,_ 0
ple . e t l al i t i l . , s
in i r L is lic. e er, its s ri li ti r , s i Fig r
1 ), is clic. 0
(a) (b)
igure 1: eriali ti graph (a) and erializati ra h (b) o .
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In this sedion, e show that quasi seriaJizable histories are correct in ter s o
global concurrency control in heterogeneous distributed database environ ents.
e do so by first discussing the database consistency proble , especiall that
ofHDDBSs. e then discuss the ays that quasi serializable histories aintai
the BS consistency. Since our DS o l is non-r li e il not
discuss the utual consistency proble .
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3.3.1 HDDBS Consistency Problem 
I t  is generally accepted {see, e.g., [SIR761 [RS178] and [SK80]) that a history is  
correct (or the database consistency is ensured) if 
w Each transaction sees a consistent database. 
Each transaction eventually terminates. 
The final database after all transactions terminate is consistent. 
Generally, a database is said to be consistent if i t  satisfies a set of integrity 
constraints. There are two types of integrity constraints associated with a 
database system: 
1. Constraints on data items 
Data item constraints specify the real world restrictions on the va lua  of 
data items. For example, the salary of an employee in a departmental 
database must always be greater than zero. These constraints are usually 
database dependent, but application independent. Therefore, they can 
be checked statically. In other words, whether a database satisfies the 
constraints can be checked entirely based on the values of data items. 
2. Constraints on transactions 
Transaction constraints specify the general restriction9 on the interference 
between transactions. For example, two transactions should not mutually 
influence each other. These constraints can be database independent, but 
they cannot be checked statically. In other words, whether a database 
satisfies the constraints depends on all transactions executed and the in- 
terference among them. 
Notice that the constraints on transactions usually cannot be substituted for 
constraints on data items. To see this, Iet us consider the famous lost update 
anomaly (see, e.g. [BG85]). The lost update phenomenon occurs whenever 
two transactions, while attempting to modify a data item, both read the item's 
old value before either of them writes the item's new value. Both transactions 
. .1 i





















see the same (initial) database, which satisfies all constraints on data items. 
Although, the final database (which is the same as if only one transaction has 
been executed) also satisfies all constraints on data items, the execution is not 
correct. 
Constraints on data items can be expressed as a set of predicates, however 
they are not usually explicitly given. One way of preserving these constraints 
is to execute the involved transactions sequentially. 
Const.raint.s on transactions, on the other hand, usnally cannot be expressed 
in predicate form. As with data item constraints, they are usually not explicitly 
given. They are generally required because of Ihe conflict between user trans- 
parency and concurrent execution of lransactions. Again, serial execution of 
the involved transactions is sufficient to preserve these constraints. 
In an HDDBS, each local database has its own set of integrity constraints. 
When the local databases are integrated into an HDDBS, these integrity con- 
straints are combined, together with some integrity constraints for the global 
database, to lorm the integrity constraints of the HDDBS. 
Since there is no replication among local databases, the constraints on data 
items 01 different local databases are defined on separate sets of data items. 
Therefore, there are no global constraints (with respect to the global database 
scheme) on data items a t  different local sites. This is for the following reasons. 
First, since each local database is designed independently, there are no relation- 
ships between data items a t  different databases. Therefore, i t  does not make 
any sense t o  impose restrictions on data items a t  dilTerent databases. Second, 
neilher the users nor the LCCs of each local database are aware of the intega- 
tion process (and tlicrefore the global constraints). Therefore local transactions, 
even when they are executed alone, may not preserve these global constraints '. 
On the other hand, there might be global conslraints imposed on the t r ans  
actions. This is possiblc because these constraints can be totally independent of 
any local transactions (e-g., constraints between two global transactions). This 
'Some pcoplc, hoivcvcr, bclicvc ihat thcrc should bc somc global mnstrainls on data items 
whicli are noL identical to the local constrain~s (see, e.g., [GPSG]). However, they do noi 
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is also necessary, as the following example shows. 
Example 3.3 Consider an RDBS consisting of two local databases, LDBSl 
and LDBS?, where data item a is at LDBSl and data items b and c are a t  
LDBS2. The foIlowing global transactions are submitted to the HDBS: 
G 1 : wgl (a)rsl(c) 
G2 r&)wg, 01 
Let L be the local transaction submitted a t  LDDS,: 
L : rl(b)wl(c) 
Let HI and Hz be local histories a t  LDBSl and LDBS2, respectively: 
H l  7% (a)%, (4 
H2 : wg, ( ~ ) ~ I ( ~ ) w I ( c ) P ~ ,  (c) 
In HI ,  GZ reads the value, a, written by GI directly. In Hz, however, GI 
might read the value, b, written by G2 indirectly (e.g., local transaction L copies 
the value of b to c). Therefore, each global transactiol~ sees only part of the eirect 
of the other. Obviously, this kind of global inconsistent retrieval should not be 
allowed. However, it cannot be detected by LCCs. 0 
In heterogeneous distributed database environments, a global database is 
consistent if and only if it satisfies the global constraints on transactions and all 
Ihe local databases are consistent. Similarly, a global history preserves global 
database consistency if and only if it preserves the global constraints on trans- 
actions and all local histories preserve local database consistency. 
3.3.2 Correctness of Quasi Serializable Histories 
Since a quasi serializable history is equivalent to a quasi serial history, we only 
need to show the correctness of quasi serial histories. In other words, me need to  
show that any quasi serial history preserves the global constraints on transac- 
tions. This is true because of the serializability of local histories, and the serial 
execution of global transactions. To see this, let us investigate various kinds of 
constraints on transactions in heterogeneous distributed database environmenk: 
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Constraints on local transactions (or global subtransactions) at the same 
LDBS: They are preserved because of the serializability of local histories. 
Constraints on global transactions: They are preserved because the global 
transactions executed serially. 
Constraints on local transactions (or global subtransactions) at different 
LDBSs: There is no direct relation between local transactions at differ- 
ent LDBSs, bnt  there might be indirect relations between them (through 
global transactions). However, this i s  true only if there exist relations 
between subtransactions of the same global transaction. Since we have 
assumed t.hat there is no communication between subtransactions of the 
same global transaction, there are no global constraints on local transac- 
tions (or global eubtransactions) a t  diflerent LDBSs. 
In a quasi serializable history, each global transaction sees a consistent global 
database because the global transactions preceding it are mecuted serially. The 
final global database is also consistent because all global transactions are ese- 
cuted serially. Therefore, all quasi serializable historia are correct in heteroge- 
neous dishributed database environments, 
Example 3.4 Let us consider the global history H in example 3.1. Since 
there is no communication between the two subtransactions of transaction G2, 
the value of data item e written by Gz a t  LDBSz is not related to the value of 
data item b read by G2 at LDBSJ. Therefore, the value of data item e read by 
local transaction L2 a t  LDBS? is not related to the value of data  item b written 
by local transaction Lt a t  LDBSI. In  other words, there is no relation between 
L1 and LZ (or tiley do not influence each other). The global constraints which 
can only be defined on global transactions are preserved because the global 
transactions are executed serially. O 
It is worth noting that the above arguments are only true in heterogeneous 
distributed database environments. They may not hold in, for example, ho- 
mogeneous distributed database environments. There are two reasons Tor this. 
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items a t  different local databases. A quasi serializable history might not pre- 
serve these constraints. Second, it is possible for subtranaactions of the same 
global transaction to communicate with each other in homogeneous environ- 
ments. Therefore, i t  is also possible to define global constraints on transactions 
a t  different local databases. Again, a quasi serializable history might not p r e  
serve these constraints. 
In summary, a quasi serializable history \ d l  preserve the global HDDBS 
consistency (and therefore is correct) il lhcre is no replication among LDBSs 
and there is no communication between subtransactions of the same global 
transaction. 
3.4 Relationships to  Other Criteria 
We now discuss the relationships between QSR and other criteria. Since both 
are defined on different database models, their meaning of correctness is also 
diflerent. The results presented below only show the relationships in term of 
inclusiveness. 
The most commonly used correctness criterion in general database envi- 
ronments (and also in Iieterogeneous distributed database environments) is 
serializabiIity (see, e-g., [BS88]). Let G be a set of global transactions and 
L = {L1, .. ., L,) be scts 01 local transactions at  various local sites. A global 
history over G LJ L is serializable if it is computationally equivalent to a serial 
global llistory over G U 1/ *. 
Two types of serializability exist, conflict serializability and view serializabil- 
iLy. A global his tory over G U L is conflict (or view) serializable if it is conflict 
(or view) equivalent to a serial history over G U L. In this section, we use CSR 
to denote the set of global histories which are conflict scrializable, and VSR 
for those which are view serializabIe. We use QSR to denote the set of global 
histories that are quasi scrializable. 
For a global history, its quasi serialization graph is a subgraph of its seri- 
alization graph. Tllerefore, a conflict serializable global history is also quasi 
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serializable. In other words, CSR C QSR. 
Theorem 3.2 CSR C QSR. 
ProoJ We only need to show thal CSR # QSR. To see this, let us consider, 
for example, the global liistory H in e-xarnple 3.1. I t  is quasi serializable, but 
not serializable. 0 
However, this is not true for \'SF€ because the serialization graph for a view 
serializable liistory may not be acyclic. To see this, let us consider the following 
example. 
Example 3.5 Consider an HDDBS consisting of two local database,  LDBSl 
and LDBS2, where data  items a, b and c are a t  LDBSl and d is at LDBS2. The 
following global transaction is submitted to the IIDDBS: 
Gl : wsJ, (4wg1(b)w91 (c)r,, (4 
Let L1 and Lz be two local transactions submitted a t  LDBS1. 
Ll : Wt , (a) wll (b )  
Lz : w,(a)w,(b)  
Let Hl and H2 be local histories a t  LDBSI and LDBS2, respectively: 
111 : wg, (01~1, (a)wt, (b)wg1 (b)~l,(~1yt2(b)wgr (4 
Hz : rgl ( d )  
Let N = {HI, H z ) .  Then If is view serializable. Since H1 is not conflict 
serializable (see [BG85]), Ii is not quasi serializable. a 
Theorem 3.3 VSR QSR. 
The reverse is also not true. For example, the global history, H, in example 
3.1 is quasi serializable but it is not view serializable. 
Theorem 3.4 QSR $! VSR. 
The relationships among QSR, CSR and VSR are illustrated in Figure 2. 
In [ICS88], Icorth proposed the use of predicatewise serjalizability as the cor- 
rectness criterion for concurrency control in computer-aided design and office 
information systems. The basic idea orpredicatewise serializabzity is that if the 
i li le. G ~
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VSR CSR (---EJ-) 
Figure 2: Relationships among QSR, CSR and VSR. 
database consistency constraint is in conjunctive normal form, we can maintain 
the consistency constrainl by enforcing serializability only with respect to data 
items which share a disjunctive clause. Clearly, predicatewise serializability 
concerns constraints on data items only. In heterogeneous distributed database 
environments, only the data itcrns a t  the same LDBS can share a constraint 
clause. Therefore, a global history is predicatemise serializable if all the lo- 
cal liislories are serializable. Since all the local histories in a quasi serializable 
history are serializable, each quasi serializable history is also predicatewise seri- 
alizable. Let us use PWSR to denote thc set of histories that are predicatewise 
serializable. Then, me  have QSR PWSR. 
Theorem 3.5 QSR C PWSR. 
ProoJ We need to show that QSIL # PWSR. This is true because the globaI 
history H in example 3.2 is predicatewise serializable, but not quasi serializable. 
4 A Correctness Proof of Altruistic Locking 
Algorithm 
It has becn our goal in this paper to  present a more ff exible correctness criterion 
than serializability. This allows us to validate algorithms which provide a high 
degree of concurrency and do not violate local autonomies. In this section, we 
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[AGS87]. This algorithm was chosen for illustralion because it was, we felt, 
correct, non-serializable and clearly stated. 
4.1 How the Algorithm Works 
The basic idca of the algorithm is to use global locking to coordinate the exe- 
cutions of global transactions at local sites. To improve the performance, the 
altruistic locking protocol provides a mechanism for global transactions to re- 
lease locks belore they finish. 
Specifically, the altruistic locking protocol works as follows. A global trans- 
action must lock a site before it  can request work rrom that site. Once the 
global transaction's request has been processed, and if the global transaction 
will request no further work from that site, i t  can release its lock on the site. 
Other gbbal transactions waiting to lock the released site may be able to do so  
if they are able to abide by the following restrictions. The set of sites that have 
bcen released by a global transaction constitutes the wake of that transaction. 
A global transaction is said to be in another glol,al transaction's wake if it locks 
a site which is in that transaction's wake. The simplest altruistic locking pro- 
tocol says that a global transaction runhing concllrrently with another global 
transaction must either remain completely inside that transaction's wake, or 
completely outside its wake, until that transaction has finished. 
4.2 A Non-Serializable Example 
A1 though the aulhors of the altruistic locking algorithm believed that the alg* 
rithm ensures serializability of the global executions [AGS87], it  actually does 
not. To  see this, let us consider Llie rollowing examplc. 
Exarnplo 4.1 Consider an BDDBS consisting 01 two local databases, LDBSl 
and LDBS2, where data items a and b are a t  LDBSI, and data items c and d 
are a t  LDDS2. The following gIobaI transactions are submitted to the system: 
GI : rg, (a)wg, (4 
Gz : w,, (b)r,, (4 
Let L1 , La be the local transactions a t  LDBSl and LDBS2, respectiveIy: 
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Ll : wt1(a)rg2(b) 
Lz : rr, ( c ) w ~ ,  ( d )  
Let HI and Hz be the local histories a t  LDBSl and LDBSI, respectively: 
Hl : w1, (a)t,, (n)w,,(b)r1, (b)  
]I2 : wSI (c)?~, W I ,  (d)rg3 (d l  
Suppose GI locks LDBS, before Gz does. Gz waits until G1 finishes reading 
data item a and releases LDBS1. The same thing happens at LD33S2. Now 
suppose that GI gets Llie lock first. After updating data item b, G1 releases the 
lock. Gz then gets the lock and reads data item b. Since Ga is completely in 
the wake of' GI, the history may be generated (or certified) by the algorithm. It 
is not hard to see that the global liislory, H = (XII, ]I2), is not serializable. 0 
4.3 Correctness Proof 
We prove that altruistic locking is a correct concurrency control algorithm (for 
HDDBSs defined in section 2) by proving that all global histories generated (or 
certified) by the algorithm are quasi serializable. We do so by constructing an 
acyclic QSG for every global history. 
Let H be a global history over G U L,  where G = (GI, Gal ..., G,) is a set of 
gbbal transactions (n > 1). Suppose that H is generated (or certified) by the 
altruistic locking algorithm. 
Let Gi and Gj be two global transactions in G which access a common 
database. II Gj gets any lock first, then either Gi is completely in the make o l  
Gj or Gi will not start  until Gj has finished. Otliermise (il  Gi gets any lock 
first), either G j  is completely in the wake or Gi or Gj will not start until Gi has 
finished. 
Since Gi conflicts with Gj, one of Gi's operalions must conflict (directly or 
indirectly) with one of Gj's operations. Recall that an operation conflicts with 
another operation only if it precedes that operation in a history. One of Gi's 
operations must precede one of Gj's operations in a local history. Therefore, me 
have: 
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Lemma 4.1 11 ihe edge Gi  -, Gj (1 < i, j < n )  i s  in QSG(H), ihen all Gi's 
opemt ions  precede Gj's operations in all local hision'es. 
Theorem 4.1 QSG(H) is acyclic. 
Proof- Suppose that there is acycle in Q S G ( H ) :  Gi, - Gi, -, ... 4 Gi, 4 Gi, ,  
where 1 5 il , i2, ..., i k ,  k < n. By Iemma 4.1, all of Gi, 's operations precede G~,'s 
operations a t  all local sites, all of G;, 's operations precede Gi,'s operations a t  
all local sites, etc., and all of Gi,'s operations precede Gi,'s operations at all 
locaI sites. In other words, all of Gi,'s operations precede G ~ , ' s  operations a t  
all local sites, a contradiction! 
Mre have extended serializability to verify the correctness of concurrency control 
algorithms for HDDBSs, resulting in quasi serialitobili tg.  A global history iu 
an HDDBS is quasi serializable if it is (conflict) equivalent to a quasi serial 
history in which all global transactions are submitted sequentially. We have 
proved that a global history is quasi serializable if and only i T  it has an acyclic 
quasi sen'uliraiion graph. We have used this result to prove the correctness of 
an altruistic locking algorithm. 
The main difference between quasi serializability and general serializability 
theories is that the latter treats global and local transactions equally while tlie 
former treats them differently. More specifically, quasi serializability theory is 
based primarily (not totally) on the behaviors of global transactions. This makes 
global concurrency control easier. One immediate observation is that the global 
concurrency controller can ensurc the correctness of the global history (i-e. quasi 
serializability) by simply controlling the submission of global transactions (e.g., 
serially). 
Quasi serializability is intended for use as a correctness criterion for global 
concurrency control in InterBase. However, i t  can also be used in any HDDBSs 
that meet the assumptions given in section 2. As a matter or  [act, i t  can even 
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be used in replicated EDDBSs as long as  local transactions do not update any 
replicated data items. 
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